The alternative analysis is to fit the data to a quadratic function, as shown in Figure 1c of the main article. According to this model, the rate equation for 1-octene formation contains both first and second order (in ethylene) terms, and the line of best fit can be used to estimate the amount of 1-octene formed by first order and second order processes. This is illustrated in Figure S2 . 
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Spin States of 1-3
We have found that complexes 2 and 3 are predicted to have quartet ground states and therefore we have not attempted to locate sextet to quartet minimum energy crossing points (MECP 1 ) for these complexes (prior to metallacycle formation). This situation differs from the predictions of Liu and co-workers on a very closely related system (PNP = (o-MeOC 6 H 4 ) 2 PN(Me)P(o-MeOC 6 H 4 ) 2 , ligand III). 2 In their work, an MECP from sextet 2 ( 6 2) to quartet 2 ( 4 2) is predicted prior to metallacycle formation, and is based on B3LYP energies which predict a sextet ground state. We have also located such an MECP for 6 2 to 4 2 in prior work (PNP = Me 2 PN(Me)PMe 2 ), as with this smaller ligand a sextet ground state for complex 2 was predicted. In the present work however, we do not invoke this spin surface crossing. Firstly, a sextet ground state for 2 and 3 is not supported by the calculations. Liu and co-workers validated their B3LYP results by also carrying out calculations with the M06L functional, and concluded that these support a sextet ground state for 2. However, we cannot reconcile the energies reported in the Supporting Information with the spin state relative energies reported in the main article, and there appears to be an error somewhere. In our hands, and using the same basis set (lan2tz(f) for Cr, p) for all other atoms), we find complex 2 with the tetramethoxy ligand studied by Liu to have a quartet ground state (using the M06L method). This is consistent with what we have reported herein with the mono-methoxy PNP ligand.
Secondly, the computed sextetquartet energy gaps are probably too close to make any firm predictions of the ground state, and hence to predict spin surface crossing. Different functionals will lead to differing relative energies of the two spin states, as is well known. 3 Notwithstanding the fact we have benchmarked 4 a range of functionals and found local functionals such as BP86, BPW91 and M06L to be closest to the CCSD(T)/CBS values, even with these there is considerable error (MAD of ca. 12 kcal·mol -1 ). Even these local functionals appear to overestimate the stability of the sextet relative to the quartet, just by less that the hybrid functionals tested (which included B3LYP). The error associated with DFT calculation of spin states in this system is larger than the calculated spin state splittings themselves, and as such assigning a ground state based on this is somewhat tenuous. If anything the apparent overstabilisation of the sextet by DFT methods (even the local functionals) further favours a quartet ground state for 2 and 3, hence a spin surface crossing is not required nor theoretically justified (although equally it cannot be entirely ruled out).
Complex 1 is predicted to have a sextet ground state with the M06L functional (refer to Chart 1 in the main text), but for the same reasons we have not included a MECP on the energy surfaces. Furthermore, given that complex 1 is higher in energy than 2 and 3, it is unclear if this is an intermediate present in significant concentrations under experimental conditions (in particular with solvent and anion interactions possible).
It is worth pointing out that the error referred to above is mostly a result of errors in spin state energy calculation. Within the same spin state, reaction energies calculated with the M06L functional are closer to the CCSD(T)/CBS extrapolated values. 4
Allowance for Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) with Anions Xʹ and Xʹʹ
Calculations involving anions Xʹ and Xʹʹ were corrected for BSSE by employing the counterpoise correction available in Gaussian (using BS1). For complex 5 and TS5-6 two fragment (anion and chromium cation) counterpoise corrections were carried out, while for 8 and TS8-9 a three fragment calculation was done (anion, displacing ethylene, and chromium cation). In order to evaluate any effect of these corrections on the geometry of the species, complexes 5ʹ and 8ʹ with anion Xʹ were re-optimised with inclusion of counterpoise. This led to only very minor changes in the geometries, and the calculated counterpoise corrections were very similar to those resulting from noncounterpoise optimisation (Table S1 ). In view of the computational expense of optimisations including counterpoise, further calculations of this correction utilised M06L/BS1 geometries (noncounterpoise optimised). The calculated BSSE energies are shown in Table S2 . Table S3 . Thermal corrections to enthalpy (H corr ) and Gibbs free energy (G corr ) and electronic energies (E elec ) for each stationary point (Hartrees). 2.76539300 C -2.66270200 9.77880600 2.57341700 C -0.84722700 5.82797400 0.81720300 C -5.36998500 5.77812800 2.04101300 C -2.03174700 6.10535500 5.50144200 C -0.52901500 5.75582600 5.34466300 C -2.16186500 7.51086700 6.15538900 C -2.69930200 5.06079600 6.43861200 C -5.57381900 4.81414200 3.24365300 C -6.25292200 7.03715400 2.25686800 C -5.81251100 5.05272100 0.74061700 C 0.48783600 6.42418100 0.29408400 C -0.55151300 4.48515300 1.54259500 C -1.78442600 5.56246200 -0.40104200 C -2.96547500 10.82903300 3.67710100 C -1.19034300 9.95909500 2.09621100 C -3.61761100 9.99879900 1.37084400 F -0.84728800 11.26035100 2.04037400 F -0.34824700 9.34131500 2.92979200 F -1.00699200 9.44375500 0. 
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